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The all paper dress was constructed from layered blue paint chips from our industry partner, Sherwin-Williams, and recycled, woven strips from MTST flyers and posters. “Bee” stickers stating “MTSU: The Land of Milk and Honey”, from the School of Agribusiness and Agriscience were used to create decorative accents and met the competition requirement for a bee motif.

Molly Curtis, CDFS Major, modeled the dress, hat and purse during the runway show.
Paige Alcorn, MTSU Student Chapter ASID President andIDES Major, modeled the grey dress inspired by lamp shades and window treatments.

Molly Curtis, CDFS Major, modeled the “True Blue” dress.
Margaret Neal, 2013-2014 Tennessee Chapter ASID President presents a check for $200 to the IDES 3700 class for their "Best in Show" design for the student competition at the 2014 Annual Tennessee Chapter ASID Conference.
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